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LEGAL DESCLAIMER  

This document does not constitute or imply any kind of prospectus. No wording in this document 

should be interpreted as a solicitation for investment. As a result, this litepaper has no bearing 

on any securities offering in any jurisdiction around the world. Rather, this litepaper is an 

ideological framework of the FINOXO's functionality and the implementation of a user-friendly 

platform powered by Blockchain. The document's sole purpose is to introduce the FINOXO 

project and provide information about FINOXO. This document should not be redistributed 

without any of the express written permission of the FINOXO team, and the information provided 

herein should not be sent or addressed directly or indirectly to any individual in restricted 

countries. Nothing in this white paper shall be construed as offering a document of any kind of 

investment solicitation in any way of offering any investment. Before creating this document, its 

project plan was fully reviewed. FINOXO makes no representations and makes no warranties or 

guarantees of any kind in relation to this document, including but not confined to the 

completeness of any details, factual information, or perspectives contained therein. FINOXO and 

its founders, advisors, partners, directors, employees, and officials are not liable for the use or 

reliance on the content in this document. The information in this White Paper is subject to 

change. The information provided below may not be all-inclusive of all information represented 

by FINOXO and does not indicate any elements of a contractual relationship. This White Paper 

may be updated at any time to provide more extensive data. 

 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This paper provides an overview of FINOXO. It will not go into technical details, but rather 

simplifies a number of things to make everything more understandable. Elaborating utility 

industry to demonstrate blockchain's capabilities FINOXO is a TRC20, bep-20 and solana 

protocol infrastructure that demonstrates the Utility industry, about their post-pandemic future 

with blockchain technology and gaming to build a highly scalable digital economy that will create 

the most independent Decentralized solutions all over the world. A key market platform in the 

Utility industry that is driven by excellence, commitment, and innovation. The utility and payment 

gateway industries are the lifeblood of any economy. However, the constant change in economic 

structure and business needs is causing this sector to fall significantly behind. This paper on 

FINOXO takes a look at how blockchain for utility can change the game and become the 

foundation of the industry. Blockchain gaming, Blockchain in utility and payment gateway are the 

future of a transitioned ecosystem. 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

This paper offers a practical and innovative long-term vision of promising drives in progress to 

improve the energy profile of Tron and other cryptographic forms of money and speed up the 

shift to a reasonable blockchain area. Our network connects directly into the digital economy 

with the opportunity to sustain and grow with Solana, Tron and Binance. This paper provides a 

realistic and unique vision for the future of payment gateways based on crypto token to handle 

increasingly complicated and enticing money world. It can be difficult for users to accept 

cryptocurrency due to price fluctuation and complicated payment methods even if cryptocurrency 

is introduced to the real economy. To prove blockchain’s value and to introduce & utilize 

cryptocurrency-based finance service. Actively, we need a new service model that is different 

from the legacy model, FINOXO enables to use convenient and rapid payment service anytime 

and anywhere with all digital asset including cryptocurrency, PAY TM OR ANY UPI ID connected 

with crypto interface FINOXO is an open payment system for every main agent of economic 

systems such as government organization, finance company, medium-sized company, retail 

shop, distribution company and even a common man. Blockchain will provide a real-time solution 

for Billing, Settlement, and Payment problems FINOXO attempts to assemble another movement 

biological system stage that covers the whole business, from tagging to inn appointments. 

FINOXO, a movement stage that can be utilized in numerous nations, offers benefits that permit 

to appreciate the experience of being straightforward, sound, simple, and secure. FINOXO will 

be based on the Blockchain so everybody can share the Administrations and avail discount 

benefits on usage of same. 
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BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATION 

Finoxo is a blockchain protocol and framework for developing and connecting Tron, BSc and 

Solana compatible blockchain networks. It combines the best of sovereign blockchains and Tron 

into a full-fledged multi-chain system. 

The platform is designed to solve many pain points associated with blockchain, including slow 

speed and high gas fees, without compromising security. It is a multi-chain system that is akin 

to other blockchain platforms, with the following significant upsides: 

 It is more secure inherently. 

 It is more powerful and open. 

 It benefits from Tron’s network effects. 

 

 

 

Finoxo provides one-click deployment of current blockchain networks. It offers a growing set of 

modules for building custom networks. It acts as an interoperability protocol for exchanging 

arbitrary messages with Tron and other blockchain platforms. 

Finoxo blockchain is a modular and security-as-a-service platform and offers the following 

benefits: 

 ETH Compatibility 

 Modularity 

 Interoperability 

 Sovereignty 

 Security 

 Better User Experience 

 



 

BEP20 NETWORK – Binance smart chain 

Binance smart chain is a parallel Binance chain designed to enable smart contracts and it comes 

with an Ethereum Virtual Machine-compatible environment. It is never meant to compete with 

Ethereum or replace ETH. BSC is just an ETH-compatible chain and is designed to give users 

more options such as fast block times, cheap transaction costs etc. Users will now be able to 

transfer the same asset in shorter time and at surprisingly low cost (low gas price) on Binance 

smart chain (BEP20 token). These are called pegged tokens. 

 

Now let us see how creating your BEP-20 token can help –  

 

•It is a very flexible platform that allows the developers to this token as the blueprint for 

developing similar tokens.  

•There are multiple aspects in the finance industry and other industries as well which can be 

represented by this type of token. For instance, it represents crypto assets obviously, then there 

are fiat currencies as well which get represented by these tokens.  

•Other cryptocurrencies can be pegged on this token from other blockchains as well.  

•The token contract is made on the smart chain which is another great aspect of these tokens.  

•The validators on the Binance smart chain, who transfers the BEP-20 technology gain the 

transaction fee which is in BNB. This is similar to BEP-2 technology on the Binance Chain.  

•The developers can make use of both the worlds – Binance Smart chain as well as Binance 

Chain. While the former provides speed the latter provides the platform for developing 

decentralized applications without putting pressure on the Binance network. 

•With the Binance chain wallet extension, it is easy to swap the BEP-20 technology with BEP-2 

tokens. This is known as cross-chain compatibility. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

BEP-20 token standard is a dynamic token that has multiple features in it. Being compatible with 

most of the tokens in the digital arena provides great grounds for developing new tokens. It is 

compatible with ERC-20 as well and it is known for its excellent speed. 

 



 



TRC-20 TECHNOLOGY 

A TRC-20 token is more of a technical protocol in the TRON blockchain for smart contracts. The 

protocol can be used to create tokens on the TRON blockchain. What makes these tokens 

appealing is that they are compatible with the ERC-20 standards and they make use of the TRON 

virtual machine. 

As you may have guessed, the TRC-20 is an upgrade from the TRC-10 protocol. It is more 

secure and the security is ensured by smart contracts. We must digress a bit to talk about what 

these smart contracts are. Smart contracts are, in essence, digital contracts that eliminate the 

need for intermediaries in the blockchain ecosystem. They are designed to be rigid and 

conditionally and automatically executed upon the fulfillment of certain conditions. 

The smart contract can be considered the epicenter of blockchain technology as it is the one that 

contributes to decentralization by eliminating the need for intermediaries and the cost associated 

with it. The TRON smart contract ecosystem presents a worthy alternative to the ERC-20 that 

was considered the de facto standard for smart contracts for a long time. 

 

 

What are the Benefits of TRON Development? 

The TRON blockchain can be used for developing a diverse range of blockchain applications 

like cryptocurrency wallets, tokens, and other decentralized apps. They are secure, free from 

intermediaries, and are designed to process fast transactions. They are versatile in a way that 

they can be integrated into any existing ecosystem. The TRON wallets can flawlessly be installed 

on Android, iOS, and Microsoft windows. 

The TRON blockchain can also support a P2P decentralized network, limitless data, 

transparency, easy tracking, token swaps, and dedicated blockchain explorers. The network 

supports instant transactions on a global scale with global access. The blockchain also supports 

multiple tokens and is extremely cost-efficient and secure compared to its predecessors. The 

ten-year plan that TRON has bears testimony to the long-term vision that the founders and the 

team have for the TRON blockchain. 

 



 

TRON Blockchain Development 

The craze for TRON is steadily growing and it is evident in the number of people purchasing 

TRX tokens from crypto exchanges. A lot of multi-level marketing companies running on the 

blockchain prefer to use TRON to other blockchain networks because of the speed advantage it 

offers. 

TRON token development employees either the TRC-10 or the TRC-20 standards. TRON tokens 

are easy to integrate within existing systems, and the token wallets can be developed for iOS 

and Android. TRON token development processes should aptly capitalize on the advantages 

offered by the TRON blockchain in terms of scalability, limitless data, dedicated blockchain 

explorer, secure data, and global access. 

Considering these factors now would be a perfect time for you to invest in developing TRON 

apps for your business. To ensure that your development process is flawless and smooth, you 

will need to choose the right TRON development company for your development efforts. The 

company should be experienced and committed to quality. They should be able to provide 

scalable and reliable solutions. The company should also be able to engage in multiple TRON 

development services like TRON (TRC-20) token development, Smart contracts, and every other 

service that TRON facilitates. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

If you are an aspiring entrepreneur who would like to capitalize on this new wave of the new 

blockchain, all you need to do is get in touch with a company that specializes in TRON token 

development and TRON app development. They will take care to understand your precise 

business requirements and present you with perfect TRC-20 development solutions for your 

smart contracts and TRC-10 tokens for your offering needs. 

 



 



 

SOLANA TECHNOLOGY  

Solana is a decentralized protocol for building DApp with a reported throughput of 65,000 

transactions per second (TPS) thanks to its distributed computing system. 

Unlike most protocols that run with the Proof of Stake (PoS) or Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism, 

Solana uses the Proof of History (PoH) – a new cryptographic mechanism that amplifies 

scalability while maintaining network security. 

Solana is among the few layer-one solutions capable of supporting thousands of transactions 

per second without having to implement second layers or off-chains. 

Solana’s Key Technologies 

Proof of History, a Cryptographic Clock 

Think about it as a cryptographic clock that gives a timestamp to every transaction in the network 

along with the data structure, which can be a simple append of data. 

PoH relies on Proof of Stake, using the Tower BFT algorithm for consensus, which functions like 

an additional tool to verify transactions. At its core, PoH is a high-frequency Verifiable Delay 

Function (VDF). 

A VDF is a triple function (Setup, Evaluation, and Verification) to produce a unique and trustable 

output. It maintains order in the network by proving block producers have waited a sufficient 

amount of time so the network can move forward. 

In Solana’s case, it uses SHA256 (Secure Hash Algorithm 256-bit) – a set of patented 

cryptographic functions that outputs a value 256 bits long (which is also the one Bitcoin uses). 

The Solana network periodically samples the count and hashes of the SHA256, providing real-

time data instructed by the set of hashes included on CPUs. 

Validators can use this sequence of hashes to record a specific piece of data created before a 

particular hash index is generated. The timestamp for transactions is generated once this piece 

of data is inserted. 

Solana claims to reach a throughput of 65,000 TPS, with an average block time of 400 

milliseconds and an average transaction fee of 0.000005 SOL (Solana’s native token). To 

achieve these numbers, all validators on the network have a cryptographic clock to keep track 

of events instead of waiting for other nodes to verify transactions. 

 



 



TOWER BFT 

Tower BFT is an optimized version of the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) protocol 

that keeps the network secure and running. This mechanism is Solana’s underlying consensus 

that leverages the PoH cryptographic clock. Tower BFT addresses certain problems like the cost 

of rollbacks, different ASIC speeds between nodes, or the risk associated with reward-based 

votes. 

Turbine 

Turbine is a block propagation protocol that leverages the network by breaking data down into 

packets distributed with a small amount of bandwidth, allowing nodes to perform better using 

less power. 

Clusters 

Clusters are groups of validators with different purposes, but their main task is to work together 

by serving client transactions. According to Solana, Clusters may coexist, and when two clusters 

share a common genesis block, they attempt to converge. 

Gulf Stream 

The Gulf Stream refers to Solana’s me pool-less forwarding protocol. A me pool is a 

cryptocurrency node’s mechanism for storing unconfirmed transactions before they are added 

to the blockchain. 

Pipelining 

Pipelining is a multiple transaction processing unit that creates different stages for every CPU to 

finish its task. This technique is commonly used in CPU design. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Despite its drawdowns, Solana is a high-performance blockchain that grabbed the attention of 

the community. 

It has the backing of some of the best-known names in the industry and, despite some of its 

challenges, appears to be on the right track of growing. 

In a short period of time, Solana became one of the most used platforms for various DeFi 

applications and was at the centre of the boom in 2022. 

 



 

SERVICES 

FINOXO -CONNECTING ecommerce WITH utility 

Looking at these FINOXO aims to connect both worlds. This blockchain innovation is being 

applied to the critical piece of the movement administration.  

The seven most significant regions are:  

1) Straightforwardness of Payment  

Blockchain things cannot be changed voluntarily. The progression of merchandise traveling 

through the movement life cycle is intended to guarantee that everybody is straightforward and 

genuinely visible, and that the commission segment can be circulated precisely.  

2) Instalment Contract  

Shrewd Contract is utilized to buy all movement items. These instalment contracts are naturally 

applied to materials for time reserve funds, security, reasonableness, and future POI mining 

utilizing blockchain innovation.  

3) Instalment Reward  

Utilizing the blockchain innovation, you can consequently work the recuperation framework 

dependent on the preferences also, despises. We will apply this to all movement products 

merchants and clients, subsequently actuating dynamic stage use. 

4) Misrepresentation Prevention  

Our blockchain innovation recognizes extortion rapidly, on the grounds that solitary changes to 

hubs are rapidly recognized. This makes the movement the board cycle a lot more secure and 

more dependable.  

5) Character Protection  

The voyager's personality can be put away and utilized in different exchanges. This permits 

accomplice organizations to give more customized data to their clients.  

6) Data Protection Using IOT  

Blockchain innovation associates with the Internet of Things. Utilizing this innovation in the 

movement business, you can follow numerous resources at the air terminal, like travellers’ stuff.  

7) Forestall Overbooking  

Twofold reserving issues can be dispensed with in the movement business because of the 

capacity of blockchain innovation to abstain from twofold spending and give a significant degree 

of straightforwardness. 

 



 



 

PAYMENT GATEWAY SERVICES  

FINOXO PLATFORM - Crypto payment gateway solutions - for the first time ever FINOXO is 

providing the solution of crypto payment gateway with blockchain securities the emerging 

technology. It is emerging service platform that is intended for the people who handle the force 

of Blockchain guarantee and need to be a part of the development. With lightning-quick service, 

world class medical benefit, and industry-thriving crypto payment gateway security solution, 

we've made a trade to lead this progressive innovation. 

PAYMENT PLATFORM 

Real time payment on blockchain is the future. FINOXO enables multiplayer finance in a 

structured manner. Token Market works on a larger scale with any blockchain-based enterprise 

or entity that wants to collect funds for projects through a token. 

WALLETS 

If you are using Tron token, you must have compatible digital wallet. Compliance is necessary. 

It supports ether currency, ruling out the issues. 

SMART CONTRACTS 

Tokens can be sent to the Smart Contracts directly for security, and transparency. 

CRYPTO CARDS 

Build a payment gateway all over the word so that consumer can pay through the fiat wallet 

connected with Finoxo which makes the process fast. 

 



 



 



 

TOKENOMICS  

MARKETING -A challenging task will be to get enough traction by organizations. Our marketing 

budget will be used to create awareness of the possibilities of our platform in first instance with 

business owners and CIO's, and in second instance within the development community. 

 

RESEARCH, LEARNING AND EDUCATION - When developing software, it is necessary to 

have servers available to run a development, test, and acceptance and production environments 

and make out space for reward achievements. 

 

STAKING - The goal of the company is to build interest or attract customers to its crypto products 

they may earn commissions in cryptocurrency. We're happy to offer an industry-leading staking 

program with 30% reserved for the same. 

 

DEVELOPMENT -The main part of our budget will be allocated to development. Since software 

development requires mostly labour of skilled employees this part of our budget will be used to 

pay our software developers and analysts. 

 

LEGAL & ADVISOR - Funds will be distributed for Legal and advisor to incentivize actions before 

the initial coin offering (ICO) by developers and marketers. Legal and advisor may be used to 

get feedback on the project's code from external developers or to reward promoting the coin in 

media channels. 

 

Tron Network: 

Contract address: TJ5P6MMwCfvvgmhHWcY83EoveB3X6U1ohS 

Explore Link: https://tronscan.org/#/token20/TJ5P6MMwCfvvgmhHWcY83EoveB3X6U1ohS 

 

Binance Smart Chain: 

Contract address: 0x0a8a1Ad291994130437CF4dE6900e3C573991724 

Explore Link: https://bscscan.com/token/0x0a8a1ad291994130437cf4de6900e3c573991724 

 

Solana: 

Contract address: Fiibzp7LDikZzKkHLZ4VtT476bej7i6z44CVVdLHd6Qz 

Explore Link: https://solscan.io/token/Fiibzp7LDikZzKkHLZ4VtT476bej7i6z44CVVdLHd6Qz 

 

 

https://tronscan.org/#/token20/TJ5P6MMwCfvvgmhHWcY83EoveB3X6U1ohS
https://bscscan.com/token/0x0a8a1ad291994130437cf4de6900e3c573991724
https://solscan.io/token/Fiibzp7LDikZzKkHLZ4VtT476bej7i6z44CVVdLHd6Qz
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